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Fundamentals of logic devicesFundamentals of logic devices
Requirements for logic Requirements for logic 
devicesdevices

Logical states must be Logical states must be 
mapped to physical mapped to physical 
properties like voltage properties like voltage 
amplitude or time of amplitude or time of 
pulses of a physical pulses of a physical 
property   (fig1)property   (fig1)



Fundamentals of logic devicesFundamentals of logic devices
Requirement 1: NonRequirement 1: Non--linear characteristicslinear characteristics
•• Required to maintain sufficient signal to noise ratio Required to maintain sufficient signal to noise ratio 

even in unlimited chains of gateseven in unlimited chains of gates
•• The output signal intervals are smaller than input The output signal intervals are smaller than input 

signal intervalssignal intervals
•• NonNon--linearity of CMOS gates stems from linearity of CMOS gates stems from 

characteristics of characteristics of MOSFETsMOSFETs
•• In case of neurons, one important nonIn case of neurons, one important non--linearity is linearity is 

obtained by the threshold function  (fig 2), (fig 3obtained by the threshold function  (fig 2), (fig 3--1)1)



Fundamentals of logic devicesFundamentals of logic devices
Fig 2 : nonFig 2 : non--linear linear 
characteristic in a logic characteristic in a logic 
gategate
Fig 3 : nonFig 3 : non--linearity in linearity in 
CMOS (left) and CMOS (left) and 
biological neurons biological neurons 
(right)(right)



Fundamentals of logic devicesFundamentals of logic devices
Requirements for logic devices (cont)Requirements for logic devices (cont)

Requirement 2: Power amplificationRequirement 2: Power amplification
•• To maintain signal level in logic chains, power To maintain signal level in logic chains, power 

amplification is necessaryamplification is necessary
•• It is not sufficient to have only signal amplificationIt is not sufficient to have only signal amplification
•• Gate output must be able to drive at least two Gate output must be able to drive at least two 

inputsinputs



Fundamentals of logic devicesFundamentals of logic devices
•• CMOS gates not only amplify the voltage but also CMOS gates not only amplify the voltage but also 

drive current to charge and discharge the line and drive current to charge and discharge the line and 
input capacitancesinput capacitances

•• In biological neurons power amplification is done In biological neurons power amplification is done 
through voltage triggered ion channels through voltage triggered ion channels 
(electrochemical potential difference) (fig 3(electrochemical potential difference) (fig 3--2)2)



Fundamentals of logic devicesFundamentals of logic devices
Requirements for logic devices (cont)Requirements for logic devices (cont)

Requirement 3: Requirement 3: ConcatenabilityConcatenability
•• Input and output signals must be compatible Input and output signals must be compatible 

(based on the same physical property and range)(based on the same physical property and range)
Requirement 4: Feedback PreventionRequirement 4: Feedback Prevention
•• A directed flow of information is requiredA directed flow of information is required
•• In CMOS feedback prevention is done by In CMOS feedback prevention is done by 

MOSFETMOSFET
•• In biological neurons backward propagation is In biological neurons backward propagation is 

prevented due to refractory period of voltage gated prevented due to refractory period of voltage gated 
Na+ channelNa+ channel



Fundamentals of logic devicesFundamentals of logic devices
Requirement 5: Complete set of Requirement 5: Complete set of booleanboolean
operatorsoperators
•• A basic set of A basic set of booleanboolean operators is needed to operators is needed to 

realize a complete realize a complete booleanboolean algebraalgebra
•• A generic set consists of A generic set consists of ““OR and NOTOR and NOT”” or or ““AND AND 

and NOTand NOT”” or NOR or NAND gates  or NOR or NAND gates  



Fundamentals of logic devicesFundamentals of logic devices
Dynamic properties of Dynamic properties of 
logic gateslogic gates

Fall time, rise time, Fall time, rise time, 
propagation delay for propagation delay for 
high and low (fig 4)high and low (fig 4)



Fundamentals of logic devicesFundamentals of logic devices
Threshold gatesThreshold gates

SiSi--based CMOS gates and biological neurons based CMOS gates and biological neurons 
can be linked based on the operation of can be linked based on the operation of 
threshold gatesthreshold gates
Threshold gates are the basis of Threshold gates are the basis of 
neuromorphicneuromorphic logiclogic
Definition: a linear threshold gate is a logic Definition: a linear threshold gate is a logic 
device that has n twodevice that has n two--valued inputs x1,x2 , .. , valued inputs x1,x2 , .. , 
xnxn and a single twoand a single two--valued output y= valued output y= ƒƒ(x1,x2, (x1,x2, 
..,..,xnxn))



Fundamentals of logic devicesFundamentals of logic devices
Threshold gates (cont)Threshold gates (cont)

ƒƒ is determined by weights is determined by weights 
w1,w2, .., w1,w2, .., wnwn and the and the 
threshold value threshold value ΘΘ, (fig 5), (fig 5)
Every Every booleanboolean function can be function can be 
realized by threshold gatesrealized by threshold gates
AND gate is made by AND gate is made by 
w1=w2=..=w1=w2=..=wnwn=1 and n=1 and n--1<1<ΘΘ<n<n
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Fundamentals of logic devicesFundamentals of logic devices
Basic advantage of Basic advantage of 
threshold logic compared to threshold logic compared to 
conventional logic: inherent conventional logic: inherent 
parallel processing due to parallel processing due to 
internal multiple valued internal multiple valued 
computation of weighted computation of weighted 
sumsum
A fullA full--adder is shown in the adder is shown in the 
figure (fig 6)figure (fig 6)



Physical limits to computationPhysical limits to computation
Three fundamental limits to performance of logic Three fundamental limits to performance of logic 
functions: functions: 

ThermodynamicsThermodynamics
Quantum mechanicsQuantum mechanics
ElectromagnetismElectromagnetism

Also a hierarchy of limits given by Also a hierarchy of limits given by materailsmaterails, , 
device type, circuit concept ..device type, circuit concept ..
Major limiting parameters: time and energyMajor limiting parameters: time and energy



Physical limits to computationPhysical limits to computation
Typically performance limits of a device Typically performance limits of a device 
are illustrated in a average power are illustrated in a average power 
dissipation (Pd) versus average delay (Td) dissipation (Pd) versus average delay (Td) 
diagramdiagram
Average energy during logic operation is Average energy during logic operation is 
Wd = Wd = Pd.TdPd.Td



Physical limits to computationPhysical limits to computation
Fundamental limit imposed by thermodynamics is the Fundamental limit imposed by thermodynamics is the 
minimum energy required for a binary transition at a given minimum energy required for a binary transition at a given 
operating temperature:operating temperature:

(minimum energy dissipated for each bit)(minimum energy dissipated for each bit)

The Heisenberg uncertainty principle of quantum The Heisenberg uncertainty principle of quantum 
mechanics imposes a second fundamental limit. Energy of mechanics imposes a second fundamental limit. Energy of 
a state with life time a state with life time ∆∆t can only be determined with a t can only be determined with a 
precision of precision of ∆∆W given by : W given by : 

bOPjTkW BTD /1032ln 21
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Physical limits to computationPhysical limits to computation
Figure shows Figure shows 
thermodynamic and thermodynamic and 
quantum quantum 
mechanical limits mechanical limits 
and 1000, 100 and and 1000, 100 and 
10 nm CMOS gates 10 nm CMOS gates 
and also estimated and also estimated 
values for neurons values for neurons 
and synapses  and synapses  
(fig 7)(fig 7)



Physical limits to computationPhysical limits to computation
Estimating power (and energy) for a CMOS Estimating power (and energy) for a CMOS 
inverter: (fig 8,9)inverter: (fig 8,9)
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Physical limits to computationPhysical limits to computation



Physical limits to computationPhysical limits to computation
Electromagnetism limitElectromagnetism limit

Specially over long distances, due to electromagnetic Specially over long distances, due to electromagnetic 
character of signals and finite speed of light (fig 11)character of signals and finite speed of light (fig 11)
Delay    of a signal traveling via an interconnect of Delay    of a signal traveling via an interconnect of 
length L is: length L is: 

Delay is also determined by resistance (R) and Delay is also determined by resistance (R) and 
capacitance (C) of the interconnectcapacitance (C) of the interconnect

rc
L ετ
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=
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Physical limits to computationPhysical limits to computation
Electromagnetism limitElectromagnetism limit

Latency of a global interconnect with distributed RC:Latency of a global interconnect with distributed RC:
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Electromagnetism limitElectromagnetism limit
Figure show speed limitation caused by Figure show speed limitation caused by 
electromagnetic limit (fig 12)electromagnetic limit (fig 12)

Physical limits to computationPhysical limits to computation



Concepts of logic devicesConcepts of logic devices
ClassificationsClassifications

Logic states can be Logic states can be 
represented by (fig 13)represented by (fig 13)
Number of terminalsNumber of terminals
•• TwoTwo--terminal devicesterminal devices
•• ThreeThree--terminal devicesterminal devices



Concepts of logic devicesConcepts of logic devices
Physical properties representing logic states Physical properties representing logic states 
must arise from a nonmust arise from a non--linear behavior:linear behavior:
•• NonNon--linearity of Ilinearity of I--V function (V function (FETsFETs))
•• Discreteness of electrical charge (Discreteness of electrical charge (SETsSETs))
•• QuntumQuntum mechanical discreteness of energy states mechanical discreteness of energy states 

((RTDsRTDs))

Two terminal devicesTwo terminal devices
Lower number of terminals reduces the huge Lower number of terminals reduces the huge 
interconnect problem significantlyinterconnect problem significantly



Concepts of logic devicesConcepts of logic devices
Reconfigurable molecular switches and Reconfigurable molecular switches and 
resonant tunneling diodes (resonant tunneling diodes (RTDsRTDs))
RTDsRTDs show a negative differential resistance show a negative differential resistance 
that can be used to provide power that can be used to provide power 
amplificationamplification
RTDsRTDs can be employed to implement a can be employed to implement a 
generic set of logic functionsgeneric set of logic functions
Several clock signals and modulated voltage Several clock signals and modulated voltage 
supplies are needed  supplies are needed  



Concepts of logic devicesConcepts of logic devices
Field effect devicesField effect devices

Charging of a gate electrode creates an Charging of a gate electrode creates an 
electric field in the channel between source electric field in the channel between source 
and drainand drain
This field controls the conduction of the This field controls the conduction of the 
channelchannel
Challenges in reducing the size of Challenges in reducing the size of MOSFETsMOSFETs
and potential new materials are discussed in and potential new materials are discussed in 
chapter 13chapter 13



Concepts of logic devicesConcepts of logic devices
Application of ferroelectrics as gate oxide is Application of ferroelectrics as gate oxide is 
presented in chapter 14presented in chapter 14
Carbon Carbon nanotubenanotube FETsFETs explained in chapter explained in chapter 
1919
Organic Organic FETsFETs (or Organic thin(or Organic thin--film transistor film transistor 
((TFTsTFTs)) are not fast but are low)) are not fast but are low--cost and can cost and can 
be developed on flexible substratesbe developed on flexible substrates



Concepts of logic devicesConcepts of logic devices
OFETsOFETs (fig 14, 15)(fig 14, 15)



Concepts of logic devicesConcepts of logic devices
Coulomb blockade devicesCoulomb blockade devices

Voltage and charge on a macroscopic conductor are Voltage and charge on a macroscopic conductor are 
related according torelated according to
Energy of this capacitor is given byEnergy of this capacitor is given by

For nanometer scale caps these changeFor nanometer scale caps these change
to nonto non--linear relations due to discreteness of chargelinear relations due to discreteness of charge
Q = Q = nene

To observe the nonTo observe the non--linearitieslinearities energy steps must be energy steps must be 
significantly larger then thermal energy  significantly larger then thermal energy  
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Concepts of logic devicesConcepts of logic devices
Energy stepEnergy step

For a plate capacitor with dielectric thickness d For a plate capacitor with dielectric thickness d 

For first electron to charge the capacitor (from n=0) For first electron to charge the capacitor (from n=0) 
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For T =300 K and d = 3 nm , A = 2.6eFor T =300 K and d = 3 nm , A = 2.6e--16 m16 m22

(a 16x16 nm square)(a 16x16 nm square)
For For nanosizednanosized capacitors energy levels are capacitors energy levels are 
discrete and determined by quantum discrete and determined by quantum 
mechanics (fig 16)mechanics (fig 16)

Concepts of logic devicesConcepts of logic devices



Concepts of logic devicesConcepts of logic devices
NonNon--linear characteristic of linear characteristic of nanosizednanosized
capacitors is employed incapacitors is employed in

Single electron transistorsSingle electron transistors
NanowireNanowire memories memories 
NonNon--volatile volatile nanodotnanodot memoriesmemories



Concepts of logic devicesConcepts of logic devices
Energy per operation versus minimum feature Energy per operation versus minimum feature 
size (fig 17)size (fig 17)



Concepts of logic devicesConcepts of logic devices
SpintronicsSpintronics

Besides electric  charge electrons have Besides electric  charge electrons have 
another fundamental property: Spinanother fundamental property: Spin
Spin orientation effect on electronic transport Spin orientation effect on electronic transport 
observed in ferromagnetic/nonobserved in ferromagnetic/non--
ferromagnetic/ferromagnetic ferromagnetic/ferromagnetic multilayersmultilayers (giant (giant 
megnetomegneto resistance, GMR) , used in read resistance, GMR) , used in read 
heads of hard disksheads of hard disks
Spin dependence of tunneling current through Spin dependence of tunneling current through 
ultraultra--thin insulating films (tunnel magneto thin insulating films (tunnel magneto 
resistance, TMR), used in magnetic resistance, TMR), used in magnetic RAMsRAMs
Engaging Engaging magnetoelectronicmagnetoelectronic effects in active effects in active 
logic devices (logic devices (spintronicsspintronics) ) 



Concepts of logic devicesConcepts of logic devices
Hypothetical spin FET (fig 18)Hypothetical spin FET (fig 18)



Concepts of logic devicesConcepts of logic devices
Spin transistors are based on three Spin transistors are based on three 
effects:effects:

Electrons injected to the active region of Electrons injected to the active region of 
transistor need to show a high degree of spin transistor need to show a high degree of spin 
polarization polarization 
There must be a control signal which makes it There must be a control signal which makes it 
possible to tune the spin polarizationpossible to tune the spin polarization
The spin polarization must sustain the The spin polarization must sustain the 
traveling time and distance in the active traveling time and distance in the active 
regionregion



Concepts of logic devicesConcepts of logic devices
Quantum Cellular AutomataQuantum Cellular Automata

Instead of flow of particles, logic states are Instead of flow of particles, logic states are 
implemented by means of discrete stationary implemented by means of discrete stationary 
statesstates
Basic idea of QCA is an elementary cell of two Basic idea of QCA is an elementary cell of two 
stable states representing 0 and 1, which can stable states representing 0 and 1, which can 
be toggled by fields emerging from be toggled by fields emerging from 
neighboring cellsneighboring cells
An ideal QCA circuit operates near the An ideal QCA circuit operates near the 
thermodynamic limit of information processingthermodynamic limit of information processing



Concepts of logic devicesConcepts of logic devices
A QCA cell made with four quantum dots (fig A QCA cell made with four quantum dots (fig 
19, 20)19, 20)



Concepts of logic devicesConcepts of logic devices
Logic gates can be easily implemented (fig Logic gates can be easily implemented (fig 
21)21)



Concepts of logic devicesConcepts of logic devices
QCAsQCAs have no power amplificationhave no power amplification
Feedback is not preventedFeedback is not prevented
Low temperature operation for quantum dot Low temperature operation for quantum dot 
based based QCAsQCAs
For room temperature operation dots need to For room temperature operation dots need to 
be smaller than 5 nm and edge of cell less be smaller than 5 nm and edge of cell less 
than 25 nm, fabrication precision of 1 nmthan 25 nm, fabrication precision of 1 nm



Concepts of logic devicesConcepts of logic devices
Quantum computingQuantum computing

QCA circuits can be extended to quantum QCA circuits can be extended to quantum 
computers by replacing cells by socomputers by replacing cells by so--called called 
qubitsqubits
A quantum computer processes all possible A quantum computer processes all possible 
states of inputs at oncestates of inputs at once
Potential solutions for the complete set of Potential solutions for the complete set of 
possible input values is calculated possible input values is calculated 
concurrentlyconcurrently



Concepts of logic devicesConcepts of logic devices
Quantum computers would be specially Quantum computers would be specially 
suitable for nonsuitable for non--deterministic polynomial deterministic polynomial 
problems like: traveling salesman problem, problems like: traveling salesman problem, 
factoring integers factoring integers ……

DNA computerDNA computer
Encoding information on a DNA molecule by a Encoding information on a DNA molecule by a 
sequence of DNA basessequence of DNA bases



Concepts of logic devicesConcepts of logic devices
Techniques for manipulating DNA strands can Techniques for manipulating DNA strands can 
be used to execute parallel computation by be used to execute parallel computation by 
modification of information encoded in DNAmodification of information encoded in DNA
DNA computation experimentally DNA computation experimentally 
demonstrated by solving NP problemsdemonstrated by solving NP problems
This approach is not likely to be useful in This approach is not likely to be useful in 
practice practice 
Specific applications might be able to take Specific applications might be able to take 
advantage of the DNA based computationsadvantage of the DNA based computations



ArchitecturesArchitectures
Flexibility of systems of information Flexibility of systems of information 
processingprocessing

ClassificationClassification
•• FreeFree--programmable systems: an instruction flow programmable systems: an instruction flow 

fed into the system controls the sequence of fed into the system controls the sequence of 
operationsoperations

•• Reconfigurable systems: hardwire configuration Reconfigurable systems: hardwire configuration 
can be changed by corresponding instructionscan be changed by corresponding instructions

•• Hardwired systems: internal hardware structure is Hardwired systems: internal hardware structure is 
mainly fixed (fig 25) mainly fixed (fig 25) 



ArchitecturesArchitectures



ArchitecturesArchitectures
Field programmable devices (fig 26, 27)Field programmable devices (fig 26, 27)



ArchitecturesArchitectures



ArchitecturesArchitectures
Power amplification, feedback prevention and Power amplification, feedback prevention and 
a complete set of a complete set of booleanboolean operators is operators is 
missing in these arraysmissing in these arrays
Often, periphery of the arrays provides these Often, periphery of the arrays provides these 
requirementsrequirements
A CMOS FPGA may consist of thousands or A CMOS FPGA may consist of thousands or 
millions of programmable unitsmillions of programmable units
Fabricating configurable logic systems is Fabricating configurable logic systems is 
highly attractive for highly attractive for nanoelectronicsnanoelectronics



ArchitecturesArchitectures
Molecular switches are conceivable which are Molecular switches are conceivable which are 
opened and closed at relatively high voltages opened and closed at relatively high voltages 
and operate and operate attatt much lower voltagesmuch lower voltages
It is possible to build defect tolerance into It is possible to build defect tolerance into 
FPGA based logicFPGA based logic

Parallel processing and granularityParallel processing and granularity
Performance can be improved by decreasing Performance can be improved by decreasing 
delay timesdelay times



ArchitecturesArchitectures
However, there are physical limits to However, there are physical limits to 
decreasing delaydecreasing delay
The other choice is to employ more than one The other choice is to employ more than one 
processing unit (parallel processing)processing unit (parallel processing)
classification:classification:
•• SISD : single instruction SISD : single instruction –– single datasingle data
•• SIMD : single instruction SIMD : single instruction –– multiple datamultiple data
•• MISD : multiple instruction MISD : multiple instruction –– single datasingle data
•• MIMD : multiple instruction MIMD : multiple instruction –– multiple datamultiple data
(fig 28)(fig 28)



ArchitecturesArchitectures



ArchitecturesArchitectures
The degree of distribution of the total The degree of distribution of the total 
computational power of a system on parallel computational power of a system on parallel 
processing individual units is called processing individual units is called 
granularitygranularity

TramacTramac
With growing number of devices per chip:With growing number of devices per chip:
•• The required design effort strongly increasesThe required design effort strongly increases

Regular, repetitive structures show this in a much lower Regular, repetitive structures show this in a much lower 
degreedegree

•• The probability of defects grows statistically with The probability of defects grows statistically with 
the number of componentsthe number of components



ArchitecturesArchitectures
Defect probability for transistors is 10Defect probability for transistors is 10--77 to 10to 10--99

For systems with more than a billion transistor For systems with more than a billion transistor 
defects will hardly be avoidabledefects will hardly be avoidable
Modern fabrication techniques may be Modern fabrication techniques may be 
cheaper but more defect pronecheaper but more defect prone

TeramacTeramac : a reconfigurable and defect : a reconfigurable and defect 
tolerant computertolerant computer



ArchitecturesArchitectures

1 million gates, 1 MHz clock1 million gates, 1 MHz clock
8 PCBs, 4 8 PCBs, 4 MCMsMCMs on each board, 27 FPGA on on each board, 27 FPGA on 
each MCM, 256 64 bit LUT in each FPGAeach MCM, 256 64 bit LUT in each FPGA
From 27 FPGA, 8 used for logic, 19 used for From 27 FPGA, 8 used for logic, 19 used for 
interconnectsinterconnects
Interconnect structure follows the fatInterconnect structure follows the fat--tree tree 
concept (fig 31), a highly redundant structureconcept (fig 31), a highly redundant structure



ArchitecturesArchitectures
Approximately 3% of all Approximately 3% of all FPGAsFPGAs have been have been 
defectivedefective
For configuration, For configuration, TeramacTeramac is connected to a is connected to a 
workstation which runs a test program or workstation which runs a test program or 
loads a test program to loads a test program to TeramacTeramac
Test program locates the defective Test program locates the defective 
componentscomponents
During configuration the compiler routes During configuration the compiler routes 
around defective componentsaround defective components



ArchitecturesArchitectures
TeramacTeramac will not economically substitute will not economically substitute 
general processors or general processors or DSPsDSPs because it needs because it needs 
one more order of magnitude transistors for one more order of magnitude transistors for 
the same taskthe same task
Cost effective implementations like molecular Cost effective implementations like molecular 
switches might change this situationswitches might change this situation



Performance of information Performance of information 
processing systemsprocessing systems

Basic binary operationsBasic binary operations
Basic binary operation is defined as an Basic binary operation is defined as an 
approximation of the logic operation of a basic approximation of the logic operation of a basic 
binary gatebinary gate
Half adder consists of a XOR and an AND Half adder consists of a XOR and an AND 
gate (2 gate (2 bOpbOp))
Binary addition of two 16 bit operands Binary addition of two 16 bit operands 
requires 16 full adders , i.e. 16 x 5 = 80 requires 16 full adders , i.e. 16 x 5 = 80 bOpbOp
A 64 bit floating point addition requires A 64 bit floating point addition requires 
approx. 300 approx. 300 bOpbOp, a multiplication approx. , a multiplication approx. 
16500 16500 bOpbOp



Performance of information Performance of information 
processing systemsprocessing systems

A 4 input threshold gate is approx. 249 A 4 input threshold gate is approx. 249 bOpbOp (see the (see the 
text for details of approximation)text for details of approximation)

Measures of performanceMeasures of performance
One measure of performance for processors (MIPS) One measure of performance for processors (MIPS) 
can be obtained as: can be obtained as: 

Relative performance has been introduced that uses Relative performance has been introduced that uses 
VAX 11/780 as a reference processor:VAX 11/780 as a reference processor:
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Performance of information Performance of information 
processing systemsprocessing systems

To account for To account for 
applications applications 
with high load with high load 
of floating point of floating point 
operations operations 
FLOPS has FLOPS has 
been been 
introducedintroduced
Development Development 
of FLOPS for of FLOPS for 
processors (fig processors (fig 
35)35)



Performance of information Performance of information 
processing systemsprocessing systems

Processing capability of biological neuronsProcessing capability of biological neurons
We use threshold gate as a simplified modelWe use threshold gate as a simplified model
•• Its output is binaryIts output is binary
•• It contains no temporal informationIt contains no temporal information
•• It considers no noise and stochastic processIt considers no noise and stochastic process

A 1 state at the output of biological neuron is A 1 state at the output of biological neuron is 
represented by a train of action potential represented by a train of action potential 
spikes, sent down the axon at maximum firing spikes, sent down the axon at maximum firing 
rate rate ffmaxmax (500 Hz)(500 Hz)
Integrate and fire model used for neurons (fig Integrate and fire model used for neurons (fig 
37)37)



Performance of information Performance of information 
processing systemsprocessing systems

Studies result in an information content in range from Studies result in an information content in range from 
0.1 bits/spike to 3 bits/spike0.1 bits/spike to 3 bits/spike

Ultimate computationUltimate computation
Power dissipation limitPower dissipation limit

F: minimum feature sizeF: minimum feature size
Device density (DD) is inversely proportional to FDevice density (DD) is inversely proportional to F22

XXaaaa : average gate area measured in units of F: average gate area measured in units of F22

Operation density (OD) can be measured based on DD Operation density (OD) can be measured based on DD 
and and ffmaxmax

max2 .   ,1 fDDOD
FX
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Performance of information Performance of information 
processing systemsprocessing systems

Density of dissipated Density of dissipated 
power PD is given bypower PD is given by

Figure reveals the Figure reveals the 
scaling of the OD and scaling of the OD and 
PD (fig 39)PD (fig 39)

dPDDPD .=



Performance of information Performance of information 
processing systemsprocessing systems

Removal of the dissipated heat is a serious Removal of the dissipated heat is a serious 
problemproblem
Power density (PD) up to 100 w/cmPower density (PD) up to 100 w/cm22 is is 
reasonablereasonable
Figure (fig 40) demonstrates two different Figure (fig 40) demonstrates two different 
schemes of circuit parameter schemes of circuit parameter 
interdependencies:interdependencies:
•• (a) PD has not reached its limit, F controls the (a) PD has not reached its limit, F controls the 

parametersparameters
•• (b) PD is the second controlling parameter(b) PD is the second controlling parameter



Performance of information Performance of information 
processing systemsprocessing systems

Figure (fig 41) shows the changes Figure (fig 41) shows the changes 
in parameters versus Fin parameters versus F



Performance of information Performance of information 
processing systemsprocessing systems

The ultimate computerThe ultimate computer
Homogeneous arrays, which are relatively Homogeneous arrays, which are relatively 
fine grainedfine grained
Parallelism at different hierarchical levelsParallelism at different hierarchical levels
Emphasis on local interconnectsEmphasis on local interconnects
Universal nonUniversal non--volatile memoryvolatile memory
Defect and fault toleranceDefect and fault tolerance
In addition these systems must be: small and In addition these systems must be: small and 
light, cheat, fast, robust, work at room light, cheat, fast, robust, work at room 
temperature!temperature!


